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Yearlong overhaul planned for Peirce
servery will be extended into the
area that is now a loading zone and
elevator up to the third floor will
installed
Not everything will be dif-
ferent the Great Hall will be
unchanged and students will still
able to enter the facility without
presenting their ID cards according
Kenyons Chief Business Officer
David McConnell
I wouldnt tell you that swip-
ing IDs would be something that
the Extinguisher
BY WILLOW BELDEN
EditorinCh- ief
an
Students will be eating in Ernst-
for
be
the 2006- 2007 academic year
as Peirce Hall undergoes extensive
renovations and expansion
Although architectural plans be
for the renovations have not yet
been finalized the basic scopeof the to
project is clear Dempsey Hall will
be demolished new dining areas
will be constructed in its stead the
Where is
The fire department sets a mock dorm room
tion of more student residences on
south campus and in the Village of
Gambier Because of this planned
shift in student housing McCon-
nell said closing Gund could be a
possibility in the future
Kenyon President S Georgia
Nugent agreed that it has been a
thought to close Gund perma-
nently But according to Associate
Dean of Students Cheryl Steele
see PEIRCE page 2
fate unclear
nal decision would be made regarding
ARAMARKs future on campus
He also declined to comment on the
nature of the decision- making process It
is unclear who is responsible for making
a final decision or how long the process
will take
IfARAMARK is ousted the com-
panywill receive a 60- day notice and a new
food service provider will take over for the
beginning ofthe spring semester Accord-
ing to McConnell both AVI and Bon
Appetit are being considered as potential
replacements
Inside This
Issue
Cingular comes to town p 2
Sex and the country p 4
Twelfl Night set to open p 7
conference
against Allegheny McConnell had 21
tackles forced a fumble and recovered
two fumbles He has the team high
of 72 tackles this season and ranks 4th
all- time
Sanchez led the way for the Lords
in rushing yards with 123 and he had
four touchdowns two ofwhich he scored
himself The Lords had 488 offensive
yards over the Gators 454 PhelipeJohn-
son 08 and Javier Arbolaez 09 each had
100 passing yards Johnson also scored
two touchdowns for the Lords Coach
Stanley said Offensively we played well
see FOOTBALL page 8
and commons any time soon Mc-
Connell said but when you build
a structure of this magnitude you
really want to take a look at the
future Were just keeping all
options available
Kenyons Master Plan which
was unveiled in 2004 and outlines
the physical development of the
campus over the next 30 years calls
for the demolition of much of the
student housing on the north end
of campus as well as the construc
ARAMARKs
BY WILLOW BELDEN
EdiUirinC- ief
Wfc continue to work toward clo-
sure but have come to no final decision
said ChicfBusincss Officer David McCo-
nnell when asked whether ARAMARK
Kenyons current fixxl service provider will
be allowed to stay
Last month McConnell Issued an
ultimatum to ARAMARK giving the
company 30 days to demonstrate signifi-
cant improvement or else be replaced by
another food service provider Two other
food service providers Al FOODSYS-
TEN IS Inc and Bon Appetit have visited
campus in recent weeks to help evaluate
ARAMARKs performance and they
have shared their observations with Mc-
ConnelL
ARAMARKs 30- day evaluation
period ended Oct 13 but it is unclear
whether the company has succeeded
in meeting McConnells expectations
McConnell would not say when a fi
litde slow for the Lords but it quickly
picked up Coach Stanley said We
were playing as a unit as a team we were
playing harder and with more effort
The win tied Kenyon with Wabash 6-
0 and Wittenberg 3- 3 for first in the
NCAC
Coombs used this opportunity
to break the number of career rushing
touchdowns at Kenyon by scoring his
27th rushing touchdown of his career
Coombs was not the only one to achieve
greatness McConnell was named confer-
ence player of the week and was named
to the D3footballcom defensive team
of the week of Oct 9- 16 In the game
would never happen McConnell
said What I would tell you is that
that kind of discussion will be a very
broadly based community discus-
sion with students and everyone on
campus
According to McConnell the
renovated dining facility is de-
signed to accommodate the entire
student population and will be able
to seat up to 1700 people
That does not mean that were
looking to close Gund dining hall
Steve KJise
of Fire Safety Week
the rushinggame by havinga total of2 1 1
yards compared to Woosters 177
Cory Cowles 06 summed up the
experience when he said Going into the
game I knew we had a good week ofprac-
tice and agood game plan and I think we
had a confidence that we havent had here
for awhile As the game went on we fell
behind eady but we continued to believe
in each other and gave a litde more effort
and we came away with the win
Casey McConnell 06 Andrew
Fuchs 07 and Joey Fumari 09 led the
Kenyon Lords in tackles Fuchs also
contributed a sack to help the Lords
The Lords also had control of the ball
for longer dian Wooster which gave the
defense a chance to revive itself for the
next onslaught
By the end of the first quarter
Wooster led die Lords 14- 3 By the end
of the third quarter die score was 21-
10 For die remainder of the game the
Lords defense was able to hold the Scots
to 21 points but the Lords offense out
maneuvered die Scots defense in order
to score an additional 14- points After
this incredible victory the Lords did not
disappoint their fans at home for they
earned dieir victory over Allegheny
This past weekend die Lords faced
Allegheny at home The game started a
Praise the Lords Kenyon football tied for first in
A
ablaze on in the south quad on Oct 1 3 as part
This team has learned to never give up
and to always keep fighting no matter
what Coach Stanley said The hardest
thing to make kids understand is how to
play hard Well the Lords know this
lesson and they continue to prove it to
themselves in every game
Not only did the entire community
of Wxsster get to see their team beaten
but they also watched their national rank-
ing which was 24th in Division III slip
away The Scots could only look on as the
Lords kept fighting them on every turn on
both offense and defense the first time
that Kenyon has defeated Wooster since
1994 Their victory over Wooster also
ended the Scots 14- game regular season
winning streak Rafael Sanchez 08 talked
about how it felt going into the game
when he said that his goal was to keep
fighting and win no matter what it took
That is exacdy what the Lords did
For the second time in two weeks
Alby Coombs 07 was named die NCAC
player of the week His two rushing
touchdowns tied him for die record set
by Anthony Togliatti 00 at 26 Coombs
had a total of 1 67 yards in die game Two
interceptions caught by Hugh Guill 08
and Nick Fanning 08 helped lead die
Lords to victory The game stayed close
the whole time but the Lords dominated
BY CHARLIE KELLEHER
Sports Editor
The Kenyon College Lords have
gone undefeated in their first three con-
ference games these past three weekends
a feat that has not been accomplished
since 1 989 The Lords defeated Oberlin
College the College of Wooster and
Allegheny College The Lords faced
Wooster on Saturday Oct 8 and faced
Allegheny on Saturday Oct 1 5 Both
teams defeated the Lords last year
Head Coach Ted Stanley aptly
described the situation by saying These
boys have had the door shut too many
times to not take it and kick it down
For the seniors of the team this is some-
thing that they have always wanted to
see happen and have always believed
could happen
When the Lords 3- 3 played
Wooster 4- 2 they went to Wooster
on Parents Weekend which was also
the schools Homecoming The majority
of the stands were filled with Wooster
parents faculty and students After de-
feating Kenyon 86- 2 1 the season before
the Wooster team probably thought that
this game would be like all the others
What they did not know is that this was
not the team that they played last year
Ali Kittle
Alby Coombs 07 blocks for Rafael Sanchez08 as they plow through the Gators lines
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Renovation plannedNew face for the Pub
moved to the Ernst Center for the 2006- 2007 year
Peirce
Dining services to be
CONTINUED from page 1
Gund Commons appears in the
Master Plan and there have been
no formal discussions about closing
the facility
Construction on Peirce is
slated to begin this summer and
is expected to take 15 months to
complete which would mean the
dining hall could reopen in August
2007 barring major delays
According to McConnell
work to convert Ernst into a dining
facility will begin as soon as the new
Kenyon Athletic Center KAC is
completed The KAC is scheduled
to open in mid- January
Although some students have
expressed concern that Ernsts loca-
tion is inconvenient for a dining
hall McConnell said it is actually
closer to many of the south cam-
pus dorms than Peirce is Starting
from the Middle Path door of Old
Kenyon he said it is 420 paces to
Peirce 1 023 to Gund and only 365
to Ernst
Nonetheless since Ernst is
farther away from many of the
academic buildings than Peirce is
the College is considering provid-
ing a grabngo venue in the lower
level of Olin Library which would
serve light lunches and snacks and
might remain open as a late- night
cash operation
McConnell said the only
viable alternative to Ernst would
have been to move all dining
changing pub operations
semblance is the Cove which
is limited to only part of the
campus only defined as fun to
a portion of the students and
limiting in open hours to the
students who want to and may
go there
Students say Steele encour-
aged them to interview their
peers about what the Pub should
be like if it had to be changed
But Strieter said most of the re-
sponses were dont change it
According to Josh Zhang
07 Steele and other adminis-
trators involved with the group
were very accepting of new ideas
and made it seem like they were
going to take our suggestions
very seriously
They did make it sound like
these ideas were going to be put
into action Santagate agreed
Administrators told the
students who participated in the
group that any additional input
would be welcomed in the com-
ing months However Strieter
said I have not been contacted
as far as I know no one else has
either
Plans tor the Pub have not
yet been finalized so it is too
soon to tell how many student
suggestions will be incorporated
However according to prelimi-
nary ground plans the space will
be more open and will no longer
include a bar
Student panels discuss
BY WILLOW BELDEN
EditorinCh- ief
In an attempt to involve
students in the Peirce Hall
renovation plans Associate
Dean of Students Cheryl Steele
assembled a group of five stu-
dents who were on campus over
the summer to discuss their
thoughts and ideas about what
to do with Philanders Pub
I suggested that the Pub
maintain the feel that it had
while at the same time be ex
panded to contain more said
Chris Santagate 08 who was
one of the group members I
was also hoping for 24- hour
food service
Amy Strieter 07 anoth-
er group member said the
group generated a number
of ideas Among them were
game rooms social areas more
sequestered areas for dining to
preserve a space for antisocial
TV- watching students during
meals and rooms for club
meetings
According to Santagate
other suggestions included
a place for performing some
bean bag chairs etc
We also discussed the
need for a fun social place
that is open all the time Stri-
cter said The only place on
campus that holds any such
services to Gund But making the
necessary changes to feed the entire
student body in Gund would have
cost over 1 million compared to
an estimated 600000 in Ernst
We dont want to spend any
more money than is appropriate
for something thats temporary
McConnell said He explained that
Ernst will not be remodeled for
aesthetic purposes it will simply be
made functional as a dining hall
According to Nugent renova-
tion costs have been mounting at a
rate faster than originally expected
The College is still awaiting exact
estimates on the cost of the entire
project but McConnell said he ex-
pects the final figure to be between
17 million and 18 million
Part of the cost is being footed
by an 8 million donation But
College administrators declined to
comment on who the donor is or
how Kenyon is raising additional
funds to cover the remaining 9
million or 10 million of renova-
tion costs
More precise cost estimates
will be available when plans for the
renovations are finalized however
it is unclear when this will happen
The College is still waiting for fi-
nal plans both from the architect
Graham Gund 68 of Graham
Gund Architects and from Ricca
Newmark Designs the food service
designer that is responsible for
the internal components of the
renovations
construction is the language of the
contract
There is some legal language that
our solicitor wanted to install into the
contract McDonald said
McDonald and Gambier Mayor
Kirk Emmcrt agree that this cell phone
tower will be good for the residents of
Gambier and the surrounding area
People are using cell phones more and
more these days Emmert said This will
provide very good reception at least for
Cingular customers
Plus it does generate a litde bit
of revenue for the Village added Mc-
Donald This revenue would come in
the form of rent paid to the Village by
Cingular for the use of the water tower
The new tower according to Mc-
Donald will not hurt the beauty of the
Gambier skyline eidier Its above the
canopy of the trees he said I dont
think its going to be visible I dont think
its going to be an eyesore for anybody
All in all McDonald and Emmcrt
see no negatives for the Gambier commu-
nity as a result of the addition of the cell
phone tower However many Kenyon
students disagree
With the better reception a new
cell phone tower would bring there is
a concern that already prevalent mobile
phone use in the academic corridor will
continue to grow
The only thing keeping some
people from using their cell phones is
that they get no reception said David
Flaherty 07 This would make it pos
sible for students to use their cell phones
Students question new cell
Dempsey will be demolished
and will be replaced with a
larger dining area
The servery will be expanded
extending into the space on the
south side of the building that
currently serves as a loading area
and parking lot
A new central hallway de-
signed to improve the flow of
traffic into and out of the dining
hall will be created
The servery will be remod-
eled and will include features
such as a Mongolian grill and
a fire oven
The lower level will include
spaces for processing and pre-
paring local food and for gen-
eral food storage
The courtyard will extend
into the space that the dish
room currently occupies the
dish room will move to a more
central location
An elevator will be installed
in the corner of the cloak room
which is currently being used
as a closet
The pub will be opened up
more according to McConnell
although specific plans are as
yet unclear
Willow Belden
phone tower
more frequendy
This continues a trend that Flaherty
and other students have seen in the past
several years at Kenyon Flaherty has
seen a steady increase in the number of
students who use cell phones on Middle
Path and in other areas of Kenyon
When I was a freshman I would liter-
ally be standing outside Lewis and up-
pcrclassmen would yell at me for using
my cell phone he said No one used
their cell phones in the academic area
of Kenyon
Now however it is not unusual
for students to be using their cell phones
along Middle Path and other public
places at Kenyon I really hate it when
Im sitting in Middle Ground and some-
one is in their using their cell phone said
Stephen Ellis 08
According to Flaherty this change
in cell phone usage has a lot to do with
Kenyon students and society in generaL
Its intrinsic in the classes Kenyon is
admitting he said Also this is 2005
not 2003 And 2003 was not 2001
People are using cell phones a lot more
Children in fifth and sixth grade are using
cell phones
Although society has become
more accepting of the cell phone in
public some students believe that the
trend should not translate here to Ken-
yon Gambier is in a bubble said Liz
Jacobsen 06 Its different from the
rest of Ohio from the rest of America
Its quainter quieter and simpler Cell
phones might be necessary in the outside
wodd but not here
BY DAYNE BAUGHMAN
Senior News Editor
Ifa proposed deal between Cingular
Wireless and the Village ofGambier takes
place the Villages tallest structure may
become a lirde taller at least temporarily
Negotiations are in the works for
a cell phone tower to be placed atop
die Villages water tower According to
Gambier Village Administrator Rob
McDonald the tower may be in place as
eady as February diough it seems unlikely
because communication with the com-
pany has been slow
The Village was first approached
about the installation of a cell phone
tower by a real estate developer The issue
was taken up by the Village CounciL Ac-
cording to McDonald council members
had several concerns about the safety and
feasibility of the plan
The council wanted to know
obviously where the tower would be
placed McDonald said Some of it is
maintenance issues There are some is-
sues with attaching the cell phone tower
Other things were health concerns
and the term of the contract
The questions about possible heath
concerns were answered by several inde-
pendent studies provided to die Village
by Cingular
It poses absolutely no health con-
cerns to the people living in the approxi-
mate area McDonald said Ttsperfecdy
safe its harmless
All questions have been addressed
and now the only obstacle to die towers
October 12 October 18 2005
Oct 12 131 am Medical call regarding ill student at Gund Hall
Student was checked and advised to contact Health Center later in
the morning
Oct 13 1038 am Medical call regarding ill student at Samuel
Mather Student declined transport to the Health Center
Oct 13 455 pm Paraphernalia found in freshman quad Items
taken to the Security Office
Oct 14 118 pm Truck hitting a tree limb causing limb to fall
onto car on Gaskin Avenue Knox County Sheriffs Office and
Village personnel notified
Oct 14 754 pm Medical call regarding underageintoxicated
student at Gund Hall Student was transported to the hospital
Oct 14 1025 pm Drug paraphernalia found in room at Old
Kenyon
Oct 15 242 am Illintoxicated student at Old Kenyon
Students roommate will watch her
Oct 15 937 pm Underage possession of alcohol at Old Kenyon
Oct 15 1150 pm Fire alarm at Caples Residence pull station
pulled There was no evidence of smoke or fire and alarm was reset
Oct 16 1212 am Chemical fire extinguisher discharged and
windows broken at Old Kenyon Maintenance was notified to clean
up the residue
Oct 16 1234 am Underage possession of alcohol at Caples
Residence
Oct 16 113 am Vandalismemergency light torn down at Old
Kenyon
Oct 16 128 am Underage possessionconsumption at Old
Kenyon
Oct 17 303 pm Theft of prescription medicine from room at
Caples Residence Report filed with sheriffs office
Oct 17 949 pm Theft of bag from outside Health Center
Report filed with sheriff s office Bag was later recovered
Oct 17 1008 pm Fire alarm at Leonard Hall Pull station
pulled No smoke or fire found
Oct 18 9 17 am Vandalismeggs thrown at car in South Lot
Owner was notified
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Allstu looms in council meetingEyes Wide Shut
They also used die class distribution lists toBYMIKEFRICK
SttJjRepmler
r h
V
lidl
Photos by Steve Klise
V
members continue to subscribe to the
allstu or allemp e- mail lists To Freeman-
Slade this statistic is a powerful motiva-
tion for deregulating the allstu since
people have a misconception about how
many people have unsubscribed when in
fact most students still subscribe
Deregulating the allstu would re-
vert the allstu to its original status as a
mandatory e- mail list Freeman- Slade
noted that deregulation would neces-
sitate taking away an important option
for the 20 percent of students that have
unsubscribed Hands said he is in favor
of getting rid of the allstu and creating a
message board system He said I fceUike
we are fighting for a system that so many
people dislike
While students may frequently
complain about Kenyons e- mail situa-
tion Allison OFlinn 06 student council
representative noted that even though
people say the allstu is annoying now if
you take it away a lot of those people are
going to complain
Discouraging ride- request and lostan-
dfound e- mails would be one way
to cut down on the number of e- mails
sent Freeman- Slade suggested creating
an alternative to Craigs List for Kenyon
or better utilizing the Kenyon DailyJolt
People dont realize that there are better
ways to get information across but it
requires students endorsing these ways
to other students
Although Kenyon currendy main-
tains a ride board and lostan- dfound
board John Baker 06 chair of the Secu-
rity and Safety committee pointed out
that no one currendy uses those message
boards
The council ultimately agreed that
the allstu is an integral part of Kenyons
culture and that it is more practical to
learn how to better use the allstu than to
get rid ofthe allstu altogether Nelie Zanca
07 Senate co- chair captured the essence
of the allstu There is an inherent trust
in the allstu in which Kenyon says We
trust students to send messages to the
circumvent die moderation process to get
a last- minute message out faster
Griggs explained that his office
watched this situation for the entire
2004- 2005 academic year The abuse of
die system had reached such high levels
diat beginning diis fall die class mailing
lists were changed to become moderated
lists with die same rules for use that apply
to die student- info mailing lists
Aldiough diis change lias lightened
die load shouldered by many inboxes
it has also prompted students to send
residence kill e- mails in order to reach the
entire campus quickly
One proposal suggested by Freem-
anSlade would allow LBIS to remove
e- mail sending privileges when e- mails
are not used in an appropriate or sensitive
way When the council expressed confu-
sion over the terms appropriate and
sensitive Freeman- Slade explained that
she was referring to use of the residence
kill emails which are sent to the residential
life staff in addition to students
Concern over the suspension of
e- mail privileges centered on the pos-
sibility ofemergency situations in which
students need to send a message Steve
Hands 06 chair of the Housing and
Grounds Committee suggested simply
allowing students to send e- mail to their
building or crearinga system that doesnt
allow someone to send an e- mail to two
residence halls at the same time as ways
to solve the problem without resorting to
punitive measures
Freeman- Slade also suggested the
possibilityof only allowing residence hall
e- mails to be sent by residential commu-
nity advisors or residential life employees
Under this proposal students wishing to
communicate a message to their entire
building would first send the message to
their RAorCAwho would then forward
the e- mail to the residence hall
The continued existence of the
allstu also sparked debate Freeman- Slade
cited statistics from Griggs that 70 to 80
Last Sunday s student coiuicil meet-
ing reignited Kenyons perennial debate
about die allstu and die state of campus
e- maiL
Jessici Freeman- Sladc 06 vice presi-
dent ofdie Academic Affairs Committee
opened die discussion by noting diat die
allstu and all- res e- mails are out of control
All- res e- mails refer to messages sent to
every residence hall distribution list The
Academic Affairs Comm ittee ruts devoted
a significant amount of time discussing
ways to improve e- mail at Kenyon
Proposals currendy being discussed
by die student council and die Academic
Affairs Committee include reserving res-
idence hall e- mails for Resident Advisors
and Community Advisors encouraging
die use of ride boards deregulating the
allstu so it is no longer a voluntary e- mail
list and introducing punitive measures
for those saidents who abuse Kenyons
e- mail system
Last year the student council made
die allstu a voluntary e- mail list giving
students the opportunity to unsubscribe
While opting out ofthe allstu represented a
relief to unsubscribers the measure had the
unintended consequence ofincreasingthe
total volume ofe- mails as students turned
to class distribution lists to send a message
to the entire campus community
Cot- reasurer Billy Callis 06 noted
There is clearly a demand to e- mail the
whole campus and students are going to
figure out ways to do it To satisfy this de-
mand and read i non- subscribers e- mails
were often sent to allstu the class lists and
the student- info list The result was a flood
of e- mails and allstu subscribers often
received messages in triplicate
Ron Griggs director of Library
and Information Services summarized
the waxs students took advantage of the
svstem last year They used class mailing
lists tocircumvent the moderation process
and so to send types of messages that stu
Rows ofempty soldiers boots stood silendy in front ofOlin this week as part
ofan exhibit called Eyes Wide Open that is touring the country The exhibit ai ms
to illustrate through arranged pairs of boots and civilian shoes die loss of human
life during the Iraq war Each pair ofboots represented a soldier from die state of
Ohio who had died in Iraq and each pair of street shoes represented 1000 Iraqi
civilians The exhibit was co- sponsored by Activists United and Knox County
Voices for Peace
The names ofdie Iraqi citizens and soldiers were read aloud at a candlelight
vigil the evening of Oct 17 Many of the soldiers represented by these boots
were college- aged
I was struck that there was somebody who was 5 1 years old said Profes-
sor ofAn Claudia Esslinger Erin Salva Coordinator of Disability Services said
she noticed a range ofstudent responses to the exhibit One student commented
on the amount of space remaining for wounded soldiers and another stated
ambivalence about the war because her boyfriend is in Iraq
Salva also said she spoke with Tom Martin father of Ryan Martin the
first Ohioan soldier killed in the war He expressed reluctance about Activists
Uniteds use of his sons name in a project he perceived as anti- war
This isnt as much about being anti- war as it is about promoting peace
said Salva Kinten Reach
fibers den- tinfokenyonedu wouldnt accept percent of Kenyon students and faculty whole campusSenate considers campus party safety
ADEPT Beer and Sex describe efforts to increase campus safety educate first- years7GALLERY LTD
y New gallery BY JILL OLSAVSKY
StaffReporter
Celebrating the Jibcrrts
Oneofa- kind designs by 26 artisans
including
art quits crocheted scarves
felted handbags knitted baby Hons
woven home accessories jewelry
handmade books and more
blackand- white movie nights and
late- night food options such as
one- dollar snacks
This year Wenner took to
the first- year halls to educate new
students on alcohol and its ef-
fects We talked to them about
gender differences with drinking
we talked about tolerance and
we even talked about how altitude
affects the rate of intoxication
she said
Wenner brought upperclass-
men with her to describe their
experiences with Kenyon security
officers the sheriff and the local
hospital Over 250 first- years at-
tended her programs and Wenner
said she was pleased with the
results
There are good things com-
ing to campus there really are
she said We are really psyched
about it
Steve Hands 06 Lexi Wallace
06 and Jess Connors 07 repre-
sented three of the four coordina
tors of Beer and Sex a student- run
organization that aims to provide a
comfortable friendly atmosphere
while educating new students
about sex and alcohol issues They
strive to inform students about the
consequences and realities ofdrink-
ing by using upperclassmen to tell
personal stories
Sometimes we scare first-
years more than we want to Wal-
lace said Mostly however Beer
and Sex facilitators wish to stress
how drinking affects everyone at
Kenyon In an effort to keep a re-
lationship with the halls after the
programs end the coordinators
still visit first- year halls periodi-
cally Hands stressed that Beet and
Sex advisors make it a point to as-
sociate with their halls at parties in
order to prove that Kenyon truly is
a community that looks after one
another
Beer and Sex is also considering
a follow- up meeting with first- years
after Thanksgiving to determine
how the information taught earlier
in the year has helped them
1 5 North Main Street Mt VcmonOnio 5050
7- K W 5 V oo7VH
oursc J iHTfArii threw fjatunrklj 1000 am to Opra
On Thursday Senate met with
two campus organizations the Al-
cohol and Drug Education Program
Team ADEPT and Beer and Sex
to discuss alcohol- related issues
Substance Abuse Counselor
and Education Coordinator Lori
Wenner representing ADEPT
discussed the safety of off and on-
campus parties at which alcohol
is served At the beginning of the
academic year Wenner spent time
training students to host safe par-
ties and is considering distributing
magnets for refrigerators with
emergency numbers to call
Wenners goals include install-
ing a phone in the basement of
Old Kenyon and hanging posters
with alcohol facts in the restrooms
of residence halls Another of
Wenners current projects is to
provide alcohol- free activities on
the weekends for students who do
not drink She is considering old
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Sex the CountryThe end of evolution Leakey
discusses future of human race The Biting Question
BY MAIA RABER
Staff Writer
7
as a species arrive where we are
today There are nearly 7 billion
people on earth and this number
he said is remarkable for mam-
mals According to Leakey and
most archeological evidence hu-
mans existed 200000 years ago in
Africa and 184000 years later an
exodus of these humans populated
the world
Leakey offered the natural
inclination for new territory as a
possible reason humans left Africa
By the time some of them arrived
in southeast Asia there was still a
living example of a species called
Homo erectus a group which had
come to the same area some 15
million years
An audience member asked
if compassion was a human abil-
ity an instinctual impulse or if
it required thought Leakey said
that there is an ongoing nature
vs nurture argument and that
children should be taught to love
especially during the important
learning mode between the ages
of three and 1 1
Another audience member
asked why the concern about
overpopulation of the Earth ap-
pears to have paled recent years
as the focus shifts to global warm-
ing and whether the two issues
are connected Leakey responded
that overpopulation is still indeed
a problem and
BY ZACK ROSEN
Guest Columnist
is linked to cli-
mate change
the mass use of
cheap energy
which emits
harmful gases
has added to
the crisis
Ashley
Stone 09 says
she rh i n k s
Leakeys pr-
esentation
opened ev-
eryones eyes
to the fact that
were more vu-
lnerable than
before I he
two species
lived simulta-
neously and
Homo erectus
humans sur-
vived until less
than 110000
years ago
Modern
humans then
developed
technology
and learned
to practice
compassion
which Leakey
called a fun-
damental part
Richard Leakey who made
his first archaeological find at
age 6 began a safari photography
company at age 17 raised 1 50000
for wildlife conservation and now
works for the Kenyan govern-
ment may have left Kenyon stu-
dents feeling underaccomplished
but he also presented a slew of
fascinating information when he
spoke in RosseHall on Oct 6 His
speech which covered evolution
climate change and the history
and future of mankind was much
anticipated and much applauded
Leakey joked that he was not
going to talk about intelligent
design only intelligent interpreta-
tion of fossils He began the talk
by addressing its formal title Evo-
lutionary Opportunities Ancient
and Modern claiming that hu-
mans in fact have no evolutionary
opportunities because there are too
many of us to evolve any further
On the other hand said Leak-
ey the evolution ofother organisms
is creating problems A mutation of
the now- infamous Asian bird flu
could be lethal for humans poten-
tially causing one to three million
deaths around the globe Another
frightening example of the possible
evolution of a virus is that of HIV
and AIDS according to Leakey
even ifwe develop a vaccine against
it this virus could evolve beyond
our control
Adding to the list of alarm-
ing realities Leakey also voiced
concern about global warming
which is being accelerated by hu-
man activity and which may cause
more extreme weather and rising
sea levels If this climate change
continues storm surges could flood
heavily populated areas or entire
countries This alteration of the
climate along with the mutation of
disease is the biggest threat to the
existence of human life on Earth
Our speaker reminded us that ex-
tinction is necessary for evolution
98 percent of every species that has
lived on Earth is now extinct and
as he put it we are not exempt
from the processes of life
Leakey then addressed the
following question How did we
I 7 L- f Kachcnnc Watson
Richard Leakey after giving a lecture in RosscHalL
we thought
of being human Unfortunately Though Leakeys speech covered
he said despite all of our species more serious issues jokes about
impressive advances and accom the love- making habits of bonobos
plishments like surviving disease and the playfulness of elephants
and hardship we still share in the added humor to his talk and kept
risk of extinction it relatively light- hearted
i Did you Know that eating protein prior to
consuming Alcohol can slow the
rate of intoxicationDDADASBROUGHT TO YOli BY
It started in my English class Our professor was leading a discussion
on Nella Larsens Passing Several people in the class had noted that in diis
book a female characters mouth was described shall we say in a very sensual
manner thick red lips moistened cavity and smooth edges
Does this remind you all of anything asked the prof hoping that
one of us would bite There was no response so she asked us again Is there
anything at all conjured to mind by the description of the womans mouth
Ladies Anyone
Uhh There was a tremulous reply from the back of the room It does
sound like the author wants us to think ofumni
Of what Sandra
A vagina
Yes The author here is purposely applying the language of the vagina
dentata Now turn to page 38
Umm professor It was that same squeaky uptalk from the back row
Vtliat did you just say
Vagina dentata The Freudian archetype of the fanged vagina Pretty
self- explanatory really Vagina dentata Use your Latin here folks Vagina with
teeth Now back to page 38
Class progressed from this moment without much incident but I had a
great difficulty concentrating on the material at hand Vagina with teeth Is
that for real Granted it has been a very long time since I have even come close
to one of those things but I was pretty sure they werent sporting incisors My
straight friends have regaled me with coundess horror stories about that part
of the female anatomy but no one came out missing a finger Class ended and
I went straight to the computer lab Vagina dentata my ass I thought Im
gonna find out what this really is
It turns out that Sigmund Freud believed the vagina dentata was a uni-
versal tear lurking in the subconscious of ever1 living man Every living man
That was blatandy not true because the thought had definitely never crossed
my mind Ever Even when I was still datinggids I worried about such prosaics
as Does my hair look all right and Am I too drunk to kiss Tier If I had
known back then that I was even supposed to be worried about a pubic jawbone
I probably would ve joined a nunnery Even the name was ridiculous It sounded
like a mispronounced Disney song Vagina dentata what a wonderful phrase
Vagina dentata it aint no passing craze
I dont know why I found the whole thing so distracting but I wanted
to see if I could get some kind ofclarification on die subject I decided to ask
my one ofmy roommates
Vagina with teedi he said I believe it You just never know You
probably dont remember diis but those things are veritable ecosystems
Self- cleaning temperature- controlled I guess it wouldnt surprise me if one
grew teeth
So its something youve worried about I asked close to relief
F no he replied A vagina with teeth Are you fing joking me
He had a point No sane person would ever come up wi th somediing like
that on his own and I was starting to get a litde worried for my own mental
state I had been thinking or talking about this for a good three hours I was
wondering why I found the whole thing so funny And bizarre And frighten-
ing Generally 1 wanted to know why I was compelled
I guess the male relationship to die female nether regions is a distant one
Straight or gay virgin or lothario no man can really claim to know what its like
to own a clam Some men claim to and some men act like diey do but at the
end of the day they can still see dieir own reproductive organs without die use
of a mirror Maybe this is why the vagina dentata caused me such distress The
source of all human life is for my purposes invisible to the casual eye How
should I know whats goingon in diere For all I know it could also have braces
and whiteningstrips Having conquered deep space and deep sea maybe mans
last true frontier is lurking somewhere on a woman
Friday the 2 1 bt Saturday the 22nd
FALL- FEST
Food Games Prizes
Guitarist Paul Curreri
Horn Gallery 930 pm
Sponsored by Social Board fk Middle Path by the bookstore
S 12- 3PM
AV
Comedian Dean Edwards
Former Saturday Night Live
cast member and Def Comedy
Jam Premium Blend on
Comedy Central
Gund Commons 930 pm
Sign up on the 2nd floor of the SAC by 400 pm on Friday
1LfNQh Moments
If you could steal one thing from Kenyon what would you steal
LI
Jane Robertson 08
The Adirondack chairs
Julia Rowny 08
The secret to Doc Lockes eternal
youth
John Somcrville 08
The bookstores cardboard cutout
of the Nugc
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Remastering the Master Plan
ry i IflR- CRac Iy em- scssme An
insti-
tutional
silence
Over the course of the semes-
ter we at the Collegian have sensed
hesitance on the part of College
administrators to speak candidly
about important issues decisions and
upcoming events
For over a month one administra-
tor blatantly ignored repeated e- mails
and phone calls from Collegian staff In
less extreme cases administrators have
responded polite to our com
access to a female OB- GYN and it is in
the best interest of the College to create
new scholarships for financially disad-
vantaged students Yet how does one
balance those needs with the creation of
new athletic facilities or the donation of
60000 purple flower bulbs
Maybe the school needs to attract
benefactors who will think more about
basic student needs and less about
building monuments That way once
our beautiful campus has attracted
students to come to Kenyon they will
want to stay graduate and even donate
their own money to the college
Also the College might consider
having a student liaison to the Board
of Trustees That way when the Boatd
ofTrustees meetings come around we
would be able to ask for that Zamboni
I always wanted
on this list But after being inundated
with requests I have acquiesced to the
idea of a Rooftop Djerassi Jacuzzi The
hot nib would be located on the roofof
Philander Chase Memorial Tower
The final addition is an undertak-
ing ofgreat importance the creation of
an artificial lake If constructed Loch
Locke so long as Prof Locke was to give
his permission would even rival the
majesty of mighty Apple Valley In the
late summer and early spring students
could laze on Stanton Beach swim or
even fish In January students faculty
and locals would be able to participate
in the annual Olof Palme Ice Games
Ultimately though Kenyon must
provide its students with both a beauti-
ful campus and essential services The
social sciences could use more grant
money women on campus should have
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We have all diought about what we
would like to change on campus Over
the years Ive heard people talk about
adding a slew of new facilities services
and staff everything from a female
gynecologist to increasing nonsci- encerelated
grants or even donating a high-
quality rice cooker for Peirce However
in this article I wish to focus on the
absolute essentials Consequendy I have
created a list of five additions that the
College cannot do without
Anyone who has spent February
in Gambier is aware of the treacherous
ice that coats Middle Path We have all
seen students trip slip slide and finally
crack their heads on the ice That is why
I have long held the belief that Kenyon
needs to invest in aZamboni Each year
freshmen would be given a pair offigure
hockey or speed skates depending on
preference Then when winter rolls
around the Jonathan Winters Memo-
rial Zamboni would regulate the ice
on Middle Path so that students could
skate to class
Next is an addition of the utmost
architectural importance a hedge maze
The Hayes Hedge Maze should be built
on the lawn direcdy adjacent to the east
side ofPeirce The Labyrinth would cen-
ter on a small rose garden and hawthorn
hedges could serve to weed out mote
directionally challenged members of the
Kenyon community Plus during warm
months the rose gardens Greco- Roman
revival temple would provide the perfect
outdoor study space for students
Animals are an essential part of
any maze so the Hayes Hedge Maze
would have to be filled by the Allison
Janney Menagerie of Assorted Albino
Animals However it is important not
to upset the natural balance of Knox
County Therefore the College would
use only local animal species including
but not be limited to albino goats deer
squirrels hawks cats dogs cows sheep
owls llamas emus and a pond full of
various albino fish and rats Special
care would be taken to protect the deer
during hunting season the fish during
fishing season and the llamas during
llama season
I take no credit for the fourth item
munications but have refused
to grant us interviews At
other times they have agreed
o to be interviewed and havet i r
f j even disclosed information
but only oft the record
Vrf We would therefore like
to pose several questions to the
M administrationthathaveyetto
k J
1 How is construction of
the Kenyon Athletic Center
progressing
2 What proposals will be
presented to the Board of Trustees at
next weekends meeting concerning the
construction of new art buildings and
student housing both ofwhich are part
ofphase one of the Master Plan
3 8 million was donated to Ken-
yon for the renovation of Peirce Hall
vet the project is estimated to cost up
to 1 8 million X Tiere will the balance
come from
4 How much money will the
College raise for its new capital cam-
paign
5 When and how will the Col-
lege come to a final decision about
ARAMARK
The Collegian places gteat em-
phasis on accurate objective reporting
Why then is so much information
confidential What are administrators
afraid of
Though it may be less sttessful
for administtators to make decisions
quickly and quiedy the trust that holds
this close- knit community togethet is
violated when community members
are not allowed to consider College
developments before they take place
We do not wish to lambaste
administrators or suggest that their
silence on certain topics implies ques-
tionable proceedings but an open
exchange of information is essential
We at the Collegian welcome such an
exchange and look forward to working
more consttuctively with the admin-
istration to bring the community the
news they deserve
Dear Editor
While living abroad there is nothing I look forward to more each month
than receiving the Collegian Sometimes I like to make myselfsome pork mashed
potatoes com stir- fry a bowl ofcereal some applesauce an ice cream cone more
mashed potatoes and ten glasses ofDiet Coke and actually pretend that I am sitting
in Peirce reading my beloved newspaper
In die last issue I received however I read an article that gave some unsettling
advice to the single ladies of Kenyon thus I feel I must give my two cents from
abroad In the Sex the Country Miss Right or Miss Right Now artide it
is suggested diat girls must get more aggressive and then consciously decide the
personality tweaks we need to make in order to get your crush to categorize you
correcdy I agree that often times women need to be more aggressive but tweak
your personality Ifhe or she has already put you into the wrong category perhaps
things are not going to work out anyway It is endearing to have the I used to no-
ticestalk you in the dining hall but I never thought wed get togetherf conversation
However part ofme thinks that the I used to think you were just agid I would like
to f but I never thought I would actually care about you conversation would not
be as endearing Instead of tweaking your personality how about you tweak your
taste Instead ofgoing after someone who you have to change your personality for
why not just find someone else ladies Sure Kenyon has slim pickings but surely
vou can do better than going after someone who probably does dirty things with
yout Facebook picture
Swedish Greetings
Steplianie Black
Dear Editor
In response to the ARAMARK artide Kenyon issues ultimatum to ARA-
MARK Oct 6 2005 I think we as students need to realize that it is much more
than the food service provider that determines the quality ofour dining experience
The many factors indude the price allotted per meal the sources ofourproduce and
meat products how much food students waste by taking more than they consume
wasted foodwasted moneyless money to spend on quality products and the
facilities in which the food is prepared
ARAMARK could be an easy scapegoat for Kenyons poor dining experi-
ence but they are working as hard as they possibly can with the resources they
have been allocated
In an effort to increase not only the quality and freshness but also the social
consciousness of Kenyons food ARAMARK General Manager Niles Gebele
and his staff have bent over backwards with determination and commitment to
spearhead Kenyons Food for Thought program It has been my distinct pleasure
to wotk widi the ARAMARK staff over die past three years and it would be my
suggestion to tevolu tionize Kenyons food service with a food service provider who
has been and remains on our side
Sincerely
Kate Barney 06
Office Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Halls main stairway
Mailing address The Kenyon Collegian Student Activities Center Gambier OH 43022Busincss address PO Box 832 Gambier OH 43022
E- mail address collcgiangkenyonedu
WW address wwwkcnyoncollegiancom
Telephone number 740 427- 5338 Facsimile 740 427- 5339
The opinions page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant to the campus and the world at large The opinions expressed on this page belong only to the
writer Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon Collegian staff All members of die community are welcome to express opinions through
a
letter to the editors Tin Kenyan Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters
Letters must be signed by individuals not organizations and must be 200 words or less Letters must also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication
Use Kenyon
Collegian prints as many letters as possible each week subject to space interest and appropriateness Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission The
views expressed in the paper do not necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College
Advertisers should contact Megan Shipley
for current rates and further information at
740 427- 5338 or via e- mail at collegian
kenyonedu All materials should be sent to Ad-
vertising Manager The Kenyan Collegian
Student Activities Center Gambier OH 43022
Yearly subscriptions to The Kenyon
Collegian are available for 30 Checks should be made
payable to The Kenyon CollcgLm and sent to the Business
Advertising Manager
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Cameron Crowe returns to his breadand- butter teenagers
touching with Drew bondingwith his fa-
ther in the end even after the elders death
and his mother dealing with her grief
and visiting her husbands family despite
herpain The movie tries to explore how
death and failure affect different people
and the resilience that people must find
within themselves Elizabethtown really
leaves a viewer with a hope for the future
and a desire to see the whole ofour beauti-
ful country
In the end I give this movie solely
based on this movie and not its abun-
dant similarity to a certain Zach BrafF
movie three stars out of five a star for
the beautiful story of love and life a star
for the excellent acting and directing and
a star for a soundtrack that parallels that of
LoveActually I recommend it to anyone
who hasnt seen Garden State anyone
who absolutely loved Garden State and
hasnt seen it in a while and anyone who
doubts that ourcountry has any beautiful
sights to offer
Ayckbourn comedy is
Relatively amusing
1
X
Last but not least Susan Sarandon Igby
Goes Down gives a stirringperfonriance in
her small role as Drews bereaved mother
just trying to make it without his fadier
Unfortunately for this movie most
of the characters are completely underde-
veloped Only the two main characters
seem to really get any attention at all
Drews extended family is filled with
relationships diat could be more explored
but simply arent In the end it felt like
diere was too much of a story to cram
into one movie Drews relationship with
Claire Ls the focus but Drews family and
everything involved are also very much
on screen This caused bodi stories to be-
come superficial since there simply wasnt
enough time to go into great detail
I have a specific grievance with
writerdirector Cameron Crowe The
character of Claire is so much like Penny
Lane from Almost Famous that its almost
hard to distinguish the differences Of
course in my opinion Crowe hasnt
brought the film industry anything good
since 1989s Say Anything unless one
delves into the coundess uses of You had
me at hello from Jerry Maguire which
turned out to be quite useful in future
romantic comedies That makes Eliza-
bethtown Crowes second worthy movie
leading one to believe that he can only
create sweet love stories In my opinion
he should stick to the areas where he pos-
sesses talent
I digress though All in all this was
a wonderfully sweet movie that tried
hard to overcome its flaws The story was
imdbcom
Youd smile too if you had her boyfriend
Kirsten Dunst in Elizabethtown
trip home He sees the sights in many
southern states including the Survivor
Tree in Oklahoma City and the second-
largest farmers market in the worfd
The acting in this movie is superb
Orlando Bloom has come a long way
from shooting arrows at Ores and Kirsten
Dunst proves herself yet again The sup-
porting cast is also amazing Loudon
Wainwright BigFisb plays Uncle Dale
an older man tryingdesperatefy to control
his grandson and figure out a funeral for
his brother Paul Schneider All the Rail
Girls does a wonderful job as Cousin
Jessie a single dad whos still really a kid at
heart and just wants to play in a rock band
Off- Broadway thrives
BYKATYCOSSE
AEEditor
It was a Tuesday night and Julia
Bright Moran 06 calls me said Bob
Proctor 07 She asked if I was busy and
I said Tonight and she goes No in
general I want you to direct a show
The show was Alan Ayckboums
Relatively Speaking a comedy about end-
ing beginning and hiding relationships
Proctor agreed to direct it
I wanted to direct he said its
what Im here forf
Morans found the script while look-
ing for options forher senior drama thesis
While it didnt fit her purposes I really
liked it its an all- around good time So
she found someone else to direct it
Moran plays the protagonist Ginny
a young woman in a new relationship
with Greg played by Craig Getting 08
Craig plays Greg Im so going to slip in
the showf Moran said Their relationship
is still in all its warm newness But then
Greg finds mysterious slippers under
Ginnys bed the property of anodier
man in Ginnys life explains Getting her
most recent fling an older gendeman
Though Ginny has already broken
up widi said married gendeman he has
not taken it as well as hoped So hes still
harassing her which means she has to
lie a lot to her boyfriend said N loran
She has to make excuses for why she has
all die flowers in her apartment why she
has a whole drawer full ofchocolates why
shes going to be gone for a day
In an effort to end it once and for all
Ginny travels to his house where she must
not only deal with the ex Philip played
by Andrew Barnes 09 but his wife too
Justine Lacy 08 plays Sheila Philips wife
a woman she described as very good-
natured but a bit dim
BY ELLEN GUIGELAAR
Fibn Cntk
out of five
A young man living on the West
Coast trying to make it big realizes he
has failed at life On die brink ofdisaster
because ofthe death ofa parent he is sud-
denly brought back to a place that at least
part of him still considers home He has
trouble reacquainring himself with long
forgotten family and is set to leave in just
a couple days until he falls for a quirky
girL Shes unlike any other girl hes ever
met Shes full of life and unwilling to
be anything shes not just for the sake of
appearances
This is the plot to what movie Its a
trick question Its the plot to two movies
Garden Suite starring Zach Braffand the
newly released Eliztibethtown starring
Orlando Bloom This is the one undeni-
able fact I could not get past about Eliza-
bethtoivn Other than that though it was
a wonderful story oflife and overcoming
what troubles may come along
Drew Baylor played by Orlando
Bloom Pirates ofthe Caribbean is a
young man from Oregon who has just lost
close to a billion dollars for his company
The death of his father brings him back
to Elizabethtown Kentucky His fathers
relatives and friends try to comfort him
but ultimately he turns to Claire played
by Kirsten Dunst Z aquirky steward-
ess he met en route for companionship
The movieends with Claire forcingDrew
to experience more oflife by taking a road
Kenyons
BY ERIN ELLINGWOOD
Staff Writer
Twelfth Night JJje Goat or Ww
Is Sylvia Betrayal Taste ofHoney
What do all these past and upcom-
ing shows have in common They
are Kenyon College Dramatic Club
KCDC productions performed in
the Hill and Bolton Theatres They
also have a very limited number of
roles for which if we are talking
about a Bolton production over 90
people might be auditioning That
is a pretty intimidating number
for underclassmen and non- drama
majors
However life in theatre at Ke-
nyon is not all about the Bolton or
Hill stages Kenyon has a number
of dramatic organizations that were
created with the purpose of involv-
ing more people in theater without
adding a lot of pressure or numbers
to the audition process Welcome
to Kenyons own Off- Broadway
movement
Groups like GREAT Stage
Femmes and Renegade Theatre
supply actors technical staff stage
managers and directors with the
support they need to run their own
productions If a student has a script
and the drive to do a show one of
these organizations can provide a
venue funds help with production
work and even publicity
Different groups cater to dif-
ferent students Renegade is a freshm-
anonly theater group while Stage
Naturally said Getting Greg has
now decided Ginny is perfect for mar-
riage and follows her to what he
believes is her parents house in hopes of
them approving the union As Philip
and Ginny juggle their unsuspecting
plus- ones hilarity ensues according to
the cast Moran described the dynamic
as Shes gotta keep him thinking theyre
the parents hes gotta keep his wife in the
dark They end up as co- conspirators
While much of the comedy comes
from the dialogue so did much ofthe chal-
lenge for Proctor Its a talk- heavy show
he noted but you cant see anything as
banter Every line has a function
In Ayckbourn plays every line has
a blocking direction The specificity of
the script has been the hardest part for
Getting and the cast has had to decide
when they can and cannot deviate from
the text
Moran recalled a particularly frus-
trating rehearsal We spent so much
time working on spacing and how we
were moving around each other she
said and we get to this line where Philip
says sit down and Im already sitting
And we just looked at it and got out
the red pen
Despite minor editing the chal-
lenges gave us opportunities to find new
ways todcal with limiting circumstances
said Lacy Barnes said he really enjoyed
this production noting my transition
to college theater will be better because
of this being my first play
In the end the story still excites
Proctor Its not going to strike at the
heart ofcommunism or rail against socio-
economic injustice he saidbut its a fun
play a fun story to telL
RelitivelySpikinguill beperfomied
this FiicLty and Saturdiy at S00 pjn at
the Horn
130 on SatSun
at 120 and 320 on SatSun
The same philosophy is appropriate
for anyone interested in theater
Actors who are not performing in
KCDC productions can still help out
in the costume or scene shops run-
ning crews or hanging lights There
is more to theater than being on the
stage Technical work can inform and
improve work for the stage to make
a significant difference in anyones
ability
While KCDC productions
provide some of the best experiences
in terms of support crews venue
and design there are other things to
be gained from working in an OfF-
Broadway production at Kenyon It
is much more of a hands- on process
when only a few people are respon-
sible for everything the show needs
Participants may not get coveted
KCDC points significrs of experi-
ence in the KCDC ranks but do
gain a working knowledge of what it
takes to put on a production
Not every play you will work
on in your life is going to be profes-
sional level said Adrienne Boris 07
but that doesnt mean you wont
have as much fun or gain as much
experience in the process
As for those ofstudents who are
drama majors Proctor offer a little
advice If youre not in a produc-
tion already you should know which
one youre going for If you arc in a
production you should know which
one youre going for next The bot-
tom line work for theater and it will
work for you
Femmes tries to feature plays that
have more female roles or center
around issues of identity and gen-
der GREAT Greater Gambier
Repertory Ensemble Actors Theatre
supports all productions
Not just any play can be pro-
duced in the Horn Gallery or Black
Box The presidents and committee
members of these organizations ac-
cept ideas for productions read the
plays talk to the directors and then
decide whether or not the plays are
suitable for what they would like to
see presented at Kenyon Past pro-
ductions from GREAT Renegade
and Stage Femmes include The Three
Birds Cloud 9 Speaking in Tongues
True West and Necessary Targets
Bob Proctor 07 is directing the
comedy Relatively Speaking by Alan
Ayckbourn which debuts during
Parents Weekend without the sup-
port of any student organization
Chris Basile 07 with the sup-
port of GREAT is directing
Ubu Enchained by Alfred Jarry an
absurdist and gender- flexible play
Its the third installment of the Ubu
trilogy and its the least well- known
said Basile I read it and immedi-
ately knew it had a lot of potential
There are a lot of interesting things
to explore
Professor Kramer taught us
in his class The Director that
unemployed director is an oxymo-
ron If youre not out there doing
something yourself youre probably
not doing anything said Proctor
Movie Schedule for October 21- 27
Doom
500 715 930 also 1230 and 245 on SatSun
North Country
420 700 940 also
The Fog
520 720 920 also
Elizabethtown
430 700 930 also at 100 on SatSun
In her Shoes
420700940 also at 130 on SatSun
Flight Plan
510720930 also at 1250 and 300 on SatSun
Wallace and Gromit
5 1 0 7 1 0 9 1 0 also at 1 1 0 and 3 1 0 on SatSun
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Exhibit offers Form and function Twelfh Nightoflove surprise
BYKATYCOSSE
A E Editor
Eating in Upper Dempsey twenty
minutes before her Monday night call
senior Liz Jacobsen 06 attempted
to describe some of the stranger ele-
ments of diis weekends production
of Shakespeares Twelfth Night The
world these characters live in is not our
worid she said They have their own
set of rules They have their own set
of fashion They have their own set of
everything
The show is one ofShakespeares
most famous comedies combining
mistaken identity unrequited love
and a shipwreck into one organized
yet chaotic mess exploring love and its
effects on people
In a play featuring two genetically
identical twins one male and one fe-
male logic is not the top priority Of
course the acting has to make sense
added Jacobsen playing Olivia in the
show but lirtlc else will finished
Griffin Horn 09 Orsino With
three days left in tech week both cast
and crew spoke about the last steps on
which they are focusing before open-
ing night
Horn said he wasnt concerned
about lines at this point Weve spent
terial cloth dolls are customarily a-
formulaic shape one based on
convenience and not depth there-
fore it is significant that Havekost
chooses to explore distortion with
these figures that typically embody
sameness this challenges the viewer
to rethink their own expectations
about the human form in art and
in general
At the height of fancy and
creativity are Havekosts beaded
works In these pieces she pains-
takingly depicts different parts of
the human body with embroidered
beads Pieces like Lymph Node
2001 and Gall Bladder 2003
surprise and amuse because they
place medical- quality diagrams in
an unexpected context the beading
is reminiscent of fancy handbags
were it not for the realistic glands
and organs Again Havekost is
challenging artistic assumptions
the beaded works force the viewer
to consider what separates these
depictions from those expected of
beadwork what leads culture
to accept the segregation of cer-
tain themes for certain mediums
Havekosts dolls and beaded works
as well as her Candy Lady Series
2002 also on display though at
times grotesque are an interesting
challenge to a viewers subconscious
expectations
Taken together the works of
Havekost and Ott are certain to
engender thought about the effects
of different materials and contexts
The provocative interplay between
the colorful pieces of Ott featuring
industrial materials from which life
springs unexpectedly and Havekosts
static representations ofhuman form
present a welcome challenge to the
viewer Ott and Havekosts works
are on display in Olin Art Gallery
though November 5th
movement and life Indeed her
almost entirely urethanc resin piece
Split 2005 seems to fly through
the air like a soaring bird
Ott said her work can be con-
sidered an exploration of materials
and processes and that she aims
to create physical objects that
demonstrate pictorial qualities
It is this experimentation with
unexpected materials that gives
her work a unique and provoca-
tive feeling which is noteworthy
considering Ott has only recently
begun to sculpt all of the pieces
on display were created in the last
two years
The installations of Michigan-
based artist Nicole Havekost
are also a departure from common
materials and representations
Havekost said her background in
printmaking made her realize that
she needed an extended physical
relationship with her work Her
series A few small repairs 1997
features over a dozen distorted
cloth dolls One trails an umbilical
cord another hangs with a lump
the gallery suggests perhaps a pea
lodged permanently in the throat
one dangles from disturbingly
lengthened arms all feature some
curious deviation from physical
normality be it a distended belly
a body- length tongue or a swollen
pubic region
The attention- grabbing and
eerie distortions are what Havekost
calls an attempt to see how my
emotional and physical sensations
could take form For example in
creating a doll with a mouth- sewn
shut she says she is investigating
what it felt like to have to no
voice
The unconventional propor-
tions are particularly meaningful
considering the context of their ma
time getting the basics down he said
now its about bringing the characters to
life Though there have been rehearsals
where the shows director Professor
Turgeon would stop and say Wouldnt
it be funny if Feste threw garlic at him
and suddenly the blocking changed
As production stage manager
senior Amy Rothmans first priority is
ensuring that nothing is unexpected
that everythings running smoothly and
the same way as it did the night before
After that she said her task is making
sure everyone is healthy and well- slept
JeffGardner 07was responsible for
creating probably the most rehearsed
two minutesofthe showr the fight scene
Everything has been planned to the ex-
act detail he said how they fall where
their feet and hands are If anything is
different one night everything changes
and someone loses an eye
With a pub WTap for dinner and
five minutes until call Stephen Ellis 08
Sebastian said that he looked forward
toafullhouse Wevehadoveramonth
of rehearsals without an audience he
said They help with die timing and
you can finally see ifpeople understand
the story Despite the enthusiasm as of
Monday did he feel ready He smiled
widened his eves and said Honestly
bad haircut a leather apron and the
titular instrument ofcarnage
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
has been imitated so often since
its original release but it remains
one of the best and scariest films
to ever employ the lost gang of
teenagers formula If it is in some
way responsible for all the terrible
slasher flicks that have followed it
that shouldnt be held against it
At the time it was very much an
original
Even today it is a fun and
effective horror movie Hooper
understands unlike some current
filmmakers that blood and guts
are not scary by themselves but
dont worry the film is still plenty
violent a film also needs a chilling
atmosphere and sense ofdread to be
truly terrifying The makers of The
Texas Chainsaw Alassacre get this
and as a result the film is a true clas-
sic of the genre Vrrrrrm Vrrrm
Vfnrrrm
Jason Smith
BY REBECCA R1DDELL
Staff 11 riter
Curling pink entrails hang
from an open stomach dangling
down past the legs or a small cloth
doll featured in Olin Art Gallerys
newest exhibit Materializing
Forn The doll is part or a larger
series created by artist Nicole Have-
kost who joins Ohio artist Lorri
Ott in presenting a showcase of
their recent work
The exhibit combines Have-
kosts creative representations of
the human form with Otts whimsi-
cally suggestive and colorful shapes
The artists use everything from
seed beads and Smarties candies
as in the case of Havekost to Otts
latex and bubble wrap
Otts pieces are abstractions of
color and plastics large industrial
shapes that seem caught in a mo-
ment of movement One of her
untitled pieces which the gallery
labels Yellow- green Blue and Red
2005 uses molded rubber coated
in polvurethane and acrylic paint to
create a colorful three- dimensional
installation describable as three
deflated balloons or maybe three
plastic bags hanging together The
shapes through Otts careful mold-
ing and bright candy- like color
choice seem to drip and hang with
movement and life
This distinctive quality can be
found in Otts other works as well
Her untitled piece labeled Olive
and Red 2005 contrasts a bul-
bous gathering of neon orange- red
bubbles with a teal rubber skin with
a delicacy that suggests a certain
life- like glow Possibly the work-
ings of a human brain or a coral
reef Instead of achieving a static
complacency with her inorganic
materials she is able to convey
Kinsey
Friday 1021 800 PM
Noted sex researcher Dr Al-
fred Kinsey is the focus of director
Bill Condons Gods and Monsters
entertainingand informative biopic
Kinsey Liam Neeson Schindlers
List stars in the title role as the film
follows Kinsey from his youth living
with a strict and pious father John
Lithgow to his days as a biologist
studying gall wasps and finally to to
the publication of his monumental
studies of human sexual behavior
the first of their kind
Neeson does a great job with
his role playing Dr Kinsey as an
intelligent and driven but somewhat
socially dysfunctional man He and
Condon should be commended for
showing us all the good that Kinsey
accomplished without feeling the
need to sanctify him The rest of the
cast is equally impressive especially
Laura Linney You Can Count on
Me as Kinseys wife who tries to re-
main supportive and open- minded
ofhis controversial work and Peter
Malvolio Todd Dermoid 06 at the demand of Olivia Liz Jacobsen 06 ac-
costs Feste Nick Petricca 09
ter described as an exciting thriller
in which some of the characters
happen to be homosexual It is an
entertaining well- made film that
can be enjoyed by anyone
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre
1974
Wednesday 1026 1015 PM
Made for an estimated
140000 in 1974 Tobe Hoopers
The Texas Chainsaw Massacre has
since gone on to become one of the
best- known cult movies ever and
is a prime example of how much
fun low- budget horror can be its
much better than the multi- million
dollar 2003 remake for example
The film features almost no well-
known actors the exception being
narrator John Larroquette It tells
the story of a group of teenagers
traveling through Texas who have
the misfortune of meeting up with
a crazed family of murderers in-
cluding the now- legendary among
horror buffs anyway Leatherface
a bloated giant of a maniac with a
Gael Garcia Bernal Y Tu Mama
Tambien Tlje Motorcycle Diaries
in a story of how sexual abuse in a
Catholic school affects the lives of
two young men Bernal who actu-
ally plays three roles in the film and
Fele Martinez play the friends when
they are reunited as young adults
Bernal as usual is excellent
proving once again that he is one
of the best actors of his generation
The other performers do fine work
as well and Almodovar directs at
the top of his game None of the
material in the film seems contro-
versial merely for the sake of being
controversial which is quite an ac-
complishment for an NC- 17 film
about sexual abuse
What really makes Bad Educa-
tion unique though is that beneath
Almodovars usual mix of sex and
social commentary are all the ele-
ments ofa classic film noir The film
has a number of surprise twists and
betrayals and things arent always
quite as they seem More than just
a gay film Bad Education is bet
Sarsgaard Shattered Glass as one of
Kinseys top assistants
Kinsey is more than just a
catalogue of the mans work which
would not be particularly interest-
ing One of the strengths of the film
is its success at showing the effects
of Kinseys work on the country
For instance Kinseys reports were
instrumental in increasing accep-
tance ofhomosexuality in America
One of the films best moments is a
touching cameo by Lynn Redgrave
as a woman whose life has been
made better by his work Kinsey is
not only an informative film dealing
with an important topic but also
one of the best films of 2004
Bad Education
Saturday 1022 800 PM
Spanish director Pedro Al-
modovar Talk to Her is known
for creating provocative sexually
charged films that stretch the limits
of the MPAAs rating system and
last years Bad Education is no ex-
ception The film stars the talented
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Football Winning streak Cross country stays strong
looks towards NGACsCONTINUED from page 1It may have been the best offensive
game of the year
The Lords defense had some diffi-
culty in getting their ground at first but
they found it A IcConnell and Donovan
Ortega 08 provided the pressure to
prevent the Gators from scoring in the
final minutes of the game Furnari and
Jordan Kircher 09 were right behind
McConnell in tackles gaining sixteen
and ten respectively Furnari also had a
forced fumble and a break- up Ben Van
Horrick 07 provided two sacks for the
Tigers stop 3- game field hockey streak
BY CHESTER LIWOSZ
Staff Reporter
Jim Boston 09 and Jess Fran-
cois 09 led the way for the Kenyon
cross country teams at Ohio Wes-
leyan University on Oct 7 and at
Oberlin College on the 15th
For the women Francois
took best of team two meets in
a row clocking in at 19439 at
Oberlin with a M- place overall
finish Amy Wilkins 06 placed
21st overall and second for Kenyon
after completing the 5K in 19575
Third for the Ladies was Jenna Rose
07 who ranked 32nd overall with
a time of 20278 Also scoring for
the Ladies at Oberlin were Lauren
Rand 06 and Emma Reidy 08 The
team ranked fifth overall
Francois improved on her best
time of the season by running 1927
at OWU taking first for the Ladies
and fourth overall Second for Ken-
yon Rand ran a 19354 and placed
sixth overall Right behind her was
Wilkins who clocked a 1 9467 and
finished seventh In 15th and 16th
respectively came Rose and Chris-
tina McNamara 08 who filled the
final scoring positions for Kenyons
Ladies soccer defeats
Wooster and Witt
Lords Fanning while not at the top of
the stats chart provided coverage and
pressure that equaled the effort of Mc-
Connell Fanning had a forced fumble
a fumble recovery a break- up a blocked
field goal and a sack Fanningprovided
the pressure on all aspects of the field
not just on defense
Fanning said of this week of prac-
tice I view this week just like all the
others Wk need to practice hard and
focus on not making the same mistakes
we did last week
The Allegheny game was one of
for Kenyon as they shut out their op-
ponent 3- 0 on Oct 1 OJulia Sivon 07
recorded two goals one in each half
and Keiling chipped in a goal of her
own to round out the Ladies scoring
attack
v
J
V Xw
Kate Flinner 06 runs through the Tigers
Previously the Ladies struggled
with their offense However Head
Coach Chrissy Kilroe said We have
been focusing a lot on goal scoring
in our practices lately and it has paid
off Our defense is communicating
well and really stepping up Kenyon
has also been able to rely on the superb
goalkeeping skills of Kim Brown 07
who came out strong in the win over
WJ
In another non- conference game
against Transylvania University on
Oct 7 the Ladies combined their finely
tuned defense with a strong defensive
attack to come away with a 4- 0 win The
sweeps home
a tough match said Raasch Allegheny
is a better team and we kicked up our
level of play against them
Kenyon had the best offen-
sive showing of the season coming
away from the three- game match
with 57 kills and a 336 hitting
percentage against the Gators
In the second match Kenyon
struggled to put down OSU- Newark
taking the match to five games
When the other team isnt as
strong we tend to relax said Raasch
which is our main mental problem
right now not viewing every opponent
die same way
Although the length of the second
match caused the team fatigue the
Ladies pulled through and finished
out the day 2- 0 Patrice Collins 07 led
raises spirits
the biggest fan turnouts for the Kenyon
Lords in the past few years The play-
ers and the coaches were thrilled and
hope that all members of the Kenyon
community continue to support them
Coach Stanley said Ohio Wesleyan
University is the big game right now
We want Kenyon to be a difficult place
to come play The fan turnout was awe-
some and it really lifted our spirits during
the game
This Saturday the Kenyon Lords
face the OWU Bishops 4- 2 on Mc-
Bride Field at 1 pm
Ladies received two goals from Perrin
Legg 09 and Molly Mickinak 06 and
Keiling each added a goal apiece
At this late point in the sea-
son Kenyon is in fourth place in the
NCAC and the top four teams in the
t i
Ali Kittle
defense
conference move on to tournament
play The Ladies will face conference
opponents Denison University the
College ofWooster and Earlham Col-
lege in a batde to hold their spot in the
tournament
Co- captain Kate Flinner 06 said
We hope to play these last three games
like we played the second half against
DePauw with a heightened level of
intensity and with complete confidence
in our abilities
The Ladies will face Denison away
today at 430 pm and then return
home to face Wooster on Oct 22 at
1100 am
tri- match
stayed focused against Allegheny and re-
covered against Newark said Raasch
Back above 500 Kenyon looks to
rally against tough opponents to finish out
the season with a bid to postse- ason
conference play The conference
tournament only takes four teams and
we have number one Hiram College
coming up which should be a very
physical match said Raasch Well
need to play as we did against Allegheny
to beat Hiram and Denison and make it
to the tournament
The Ladies will face a challenge in
their match against Denison University
who beat teams that Kenyon lost to diis
season such as the College of Wooster
Theyre going to be a struggle but we
have to win said Raasch of the next
two games
On Oct 27 Hie Ladies will take
on the Big Red at Denison hoping to
approach the game as they did Alleghe-
ny and prove to be an offensive power in
the NCAC
women The Ladies tied with the
host team for second place in the
team rankings
Boston showed his vigor again
at Oberlin finishing 10th overall
with a time of27340 Ryan Wein-
stock 07 edged out teammate Kurt
Hollender 06 for the 36th position
clocking in at 28265 Hollender
ran the 8K a tenth of a second
slower Kenyon ranked seventh out
of 20 teams with Sean Strader 06
and Rich Bartholomew 06 filling
the last two scoring positions
At Oberlin the men ran 5K
instead of the customary 8K Bos-
ton rose to the occasion running
a blazing 16215 and earning a
second place overall finish Strader
placed fourth overall and second for
the team with his time of 16292
Kenyons third man Hollender ran
a strong 1644 Bartholomew and
Weinstock again scored for Kenyon
as well propelling the Lords to
second merely two points behind
OWU
The cross country teams will
not run this weekend instead fo-
cusing on preparing for the NCAC
Championship Meet at Denison
University on the 29th
Jean Arnold 08 shot The volley tied the
game at 1- 1
For the next 20 minutes the game
went back and forth and in the first
overtime period the struggle continued
One minute into the second overtime
Nora Cole 09 ended the game Heiser
dribbled down the right sideline and
crossed the ball into the box After a
scramble Cole calmly collected the ball
at the top ofthe 1 8 and tapped it into the
bottom right comer with cool precision
for her second goal of the season
After this gigantic win the La-
dies carried their momentum into the
Wooster game where they won with a
score of 1 0 Arnold scored the only goal
in the 33rd minute and Rosy Davis 08
recorded her seventh shutout win ofthe
season With this win against Wooster
the Ladies are now tied for first in the
conference with Denison University
whom they will face on Wednesday
The Denison game is always im-
portant but this year whoever wins this
game will have an especially high seed
in the playoffs This extra incentive will
add heat to the already white- hot fire of
a rivalry gome To prepare for the game
the Ladies are not doing anything dras-
tically different According to Walters
they are focusing on the litde details
necessary to play sharp
Widi 1 5 underclassmen die team
is offto its best start in die List 1 0 seasons
With this amazing start comes new
goals not only do the Ladies wuit to
make die playoffs but diey also want
home field advantage which can be
gained by finishing eidier No 1 or No
2 in die conference Widi die Ladies sit-
ting atop die stuid ings widi four games
to go Mavec Field might host a playoff
game in die very near future
BY HILARY GOWINS
SLzffReporter
While most of Kenyon looked
forward to October reading days as a
respite from demanding schedules the
Kenyon Ladies field hockey team was
busy preparing for four games Kenyon
has taken on Transylvania University
Washington and Jefferson University
Ohio Wesleyan University and De-
Pauw University since Oct 7
In the Ladies most recent game
against the strong DePauw Tigers the
long road trip and unfamiliar playing
field did not suit Kenyon they came
home with a 2- 0 loss
Before being halted by the Tigers
the Ladies capped off a three- game
winning streak on Oct 13 with a
strong finish to avenge their previous
loss to conference rival OWU winning
1- 0 in double overtime After facing
the Battling Bishops on a grass field
the Ladies were much more at home
utilizing their speed and agility on a
smoother turf surface Both teams
defenses were stifling forcing a tie
in regulation In overtime however
Kenyon was able to rally together and
pull out the win
I remembered how we felt at the
end of the first game and that was the
best motivation for me said Lauren
Keiling 08 Keiling broke away with
235 remaining and scored the game-
winning goal
Traveling to face Washington
and Jefferson proved to be no contest
Volleyball
BY PHILIP EDMUNDS
StaffReporter
The Kenyon Ladies volleyball
team defended its home court Saturday
against the Allegheny Gators and the
Ohio State University- Newark Titans
The tri- match pitted Kenyon against
Allegheny first and Kenyon swiftly
defeated the Gators in three games
30- 26 31- 29 30- 19 for their second
conference win The Titans fought back
for five games eventually losing to die
Ladies with the scores of 29- 31 30- 17
302- 120301614
We finally ended upputtingtogeth-
erdiediingsdiatwc have been workingon
all year said Head Coach Todd Raasch of
die Alleghenygame Physically we didnt
prepare for the match any differently
BY DANIEL PRAGER
Staff Reporter
The primary difference between
our current team and past teams is the
level ofdedication in and out ofseason
said Head Coach Kelly Walters of the
Ladies soccer team Our players are
taking better steps to prepare themselves
before and during the season
After defeating Wittenberg Uni-
versity and the College of Wooster the
Ladies are now 9- 31 and off to a 4- 0
start in the NCAC their best start in
the last 10 seasons
On Oct 1 1 the Ladies defeated
Wittenberg 2- 1 at home in an overtime
nail- biter The Tigers took advantage
of a slow start by the Ladies to score in
the 20th minute with Melissa Gallion
scoring the goal on a breakaway for the
Tigers The Tigers played a sound first
half passing around the Ladies and using
height and speed to their advantage by
utilizing the whole field
The Ladies tried to counter with
long balls in the air but die Tigers de-
fense thwarted every attack The Ladies
midficld had difficulty and were unable
to formulate any kind of passing attack
At die end of die first half it looked as
though die Ladies might lose dieir first
NCAC game of die year
The Ladies tore up die field widi
a new sense of vigor and purpose as
the second half began The midficld
finally played balls down the wings
where dangerous crosses w ere whipped
in Co- captain Blair Heiser 06 back af-
ter being injured for a few weeks almost
scored in die 65th minute by ripping a
shot just off die goal Then four minutes
later Emma Bradley 08 scored her first
goal of die season off a rebound from a
The Ladies clearly rose to face die both matches in kills racking up 34
conference challenge just as they have throughout both games Sarah Rich-
risen against challenges throughout the ardson 07 served five aces to record a
season Allegheny is one of the better new season high
teams in our conference so we expected Overall the day was good wc
